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Abstract

A unidirectional bit serial systolic architecture for divi-
sion over Galois field GF �	��
� is presented which uses both
triangular and polynomial basis representations. It is suit-
able for hardware implementations where the dimension of
the field is large and may vary. This is the typical case for
cryptographic applications. This architecture is simulated
in Verilog-HDL and synthesized for a clock period of ����� ns
using Synopsys. The time and area complexities are truly
linear, since no carry propagation structures are present,
and the complexity measures are equivalent or excel the best
designs proposed so far.

1 Introduction

Finite field arithmetic has many applications in coding
theory [1], and cryptography [10]. Among the arithmetic
operations over finite fields the multiplicative inversion and
division are the most costly ones. Most hardware propos-
als to compute inversion and division over GF �	��
�� , e.g.,
[2, 5, 6, 13, 14] suffer from a common problem. In appli-
cations where the dimension of the field, � , is large or may
vary, their implementation becomes cumbersome or even
impractical. In particular, in public key cryptographic ap-
plications, the field dimension may exceed 4000 for discrete
logarithm cryptosystems or 500 for elliptic curve cryptosys-
tems [10].

In general, three major schemes to compute multiplica-
tive inverses exist: Fermat’s little theorem, variants of ex-
tended Euclidean algorithm (EEA) or a solution of a set of
linear equations. First scheme is efficient if a fast squaring
or multiplication scheme is available [9]. The extended Eu-
clidean algorithm (EEA) based schemes to compute inver-
sion and division are the most efficient in time and area but
may require variable size counter-like structures with carry
propagation chain to keep track of the difference of the de-

gree of polynomials, e.g., [5, 14, 11], in which case they are
not suitable for high-performance and scalable VLSI im-
plementations. The third method is generally inefficient for
large values of field dimension. However, it is shown that a
set of linear equations formed upon triangular basis repre-
sentation can be solved by schemes similar to EEA [6].

Many systolic array proposals for multiplicative inver-
sion or division over GF ����
� based on EEA or its dual
(extended Stein’s algorithm), i.e., [4, 8, 15, 16], all require
counter-like structures with carry propagation delays. Since
the carry propagation chain depends on the field dimension� , in general, it dominates the critical delay path. Only
counter or comparator architectures with no carry propaga-
tion chain can be considered dimension independent. More-
over, a counter with no carry propagation chain can be eas-
ily transformed into a distributed structure.

In this paper we expand the double-basis multiplicative
inversion scheme over GF ����
�� proposed in [6] to present a
unidirectional bit serial systolic implementation of a divider
with no carry propagation structure suitable for large values
of � where the divisor is received in triangular basis, and
both dividend and quotient, i.e., result, are in polynomial
basis. We will show that the extra cost of division in systolic
implementations is minimal. Most importantly, an efficient
stepwise restoring of the result polynomial is proposed as
well.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Polynomial and Triangular Basis Representa-
tions

Given an irreducible polynomial ������� of degree � over
the finite field GF ����� and considering one of the roots of
���	��� such as � , i.e., ������� "! , it is well known that the
set of elements #$ &%'��()�*(+��,-(/.0.0.�(+��
2143/5 is linearly in-
dependent and forms a basis referred to as a polynomial or
canonical basis. Then, any element 6"798:���	� 
 � can be



represented as 6  � 
 1 3�������
	 � � � ( where �
	 � 7 % ! (���5 are
the coordinates of 6 with respect to the polynomial basis # ,
or in a column vector form � 	  �� � 	 � ( � 	 3 (/.0.0. ( � 	 
2143� �
over GF �	��� .

Given the polynomial basis # , the set �  
%�� � (�� 3 (/.0.0.�(�� 
 1 3 5 is linearly independent and forms a ba-
sis if � �  � 
 1 3 1 ������ � ���
��� 3�� � (�!������ �! � , where � � ’s
are coefficients of ������� [7]. The set � is referred to as a
triangular basis of # . Next, the element 6 of GF ����
� can
also be represented as 6  � 
 1 3����� �#" � � � ( where �$" � is the� th coordinate of 6 w.r.t. � . The change of coordinates of
element 6 between # and � bases is given by [7]

� 	 �  
 1 � 143% ����� � ���
��� 3 � " � !&�(')� �* � (1)

and�#",+  !- � 	 
 1 3 1 + .  ! (� 	 
 1 3 1 +0/ � + 1 3����� � 
 1 + ��� � " � �1� . � �2 ���
(2)

2.2 Double-Basis Inversion Algorithm

In [6], it is said that the inversion can be seen as the so-
lution to a set of linear equations written as

� "  �3 � � " �54 	 (3)

where � " is a column vector representing the multiplica-
tive identity element of GF �	��
�� in triangular basis and3 � � " �* 6� � " ( � � " (0.0./. ( � � 
2143"  is a Hankel matrix built
upon � " , the column vector representation of element 6
with entries as its triangular basis coordinates. Then, the
coordinates of the inverse element 7 in the polynomial ba-
sis can be computed by solving Equation (3). The Hankel
matrix in (3) has � �8 � constant coefficients. Let these be9 � ( !������ � �: � , then the matrix entries at �;� (5'�� is

9 ���
� .
Algorithm 1 as proposed in [6] can be used to solve Equa-
tion (3). Algorithm 1 is an optimization based on a variant
of one of the algorithms discussed in [12].

Two aspects of Algorithm 1 should be noted. First, the
exit condition of Algorithm 1 is ensured by monotonically
decreasing value of <&= ��> ����� . Second, an invariant similar to
the invariant of the basic EEA [1, 2],? = ��> �����+� ,+
 1 3 /A@ = ��> �	���)� ,)
 1 ,CB ��� 143 �� �< = ��> �	��� ( (4)

is preserved at each iteration. In the following we do not
discuss the

? =ED > �	��� polynomials since they are not relevant
to the inversion. It can be noted that the polynomial up-
dating step follows an extended Euclidean algorithm (EEA)
transformation using a long-division scheme. Basically, the
polynomial updating step of Algorithm 1 performs a series

Algorithm 1 Double-Basis Inversion Algorithm.

input: FHG�I$JLKNM
OQPSRTOCI OQPSR
OTU M
OQPVR
WXI OQPSRTW
UZY�Y�Y[U M#\5I U M
] .
output: The inverse element.

Initialization:^`_badcfehg R$\;i G�I$J _!a
;
ehg ]�i G�I$J _kj

;l g R#\;i G�I$J _ I OQPSR$\ ; l g ]�i G�I$J _ I OQPVR
O FHG�I R#\ J ;
Polynomial Updating:
while G deg

l gnm i G�I$J,oqpsr j J do^`_�^ U j ;t _
deg
l gnm R
O�i G�I#J`r deg

l gnm R$\;i G�I$J ;l gnm i G�I$J _ l gnm R
O�i G�I#JurvI$w l gnm R$\;i G�I$J ;e gnm i G�I$J _�e gxm RTO�i G�I$J�ryI$w e gxm R#\;i G�I$J ;
if G deg

l gnm i G�I$J,z deg
l gnm R$\;i G�I$J�J then

swap G l gnm i G�I$J5{ l gnm R$\;i G�I#J�J ;
swap G e gnm i G�I$J5{ e gxm R#\;i G�I$J�J ;

return
e gnm i G�I$J

of multi-stepwise long division iterations where the invari-
ant of Equation (4) is preserved.

Algorithm 1 can be extended to perform division over
finite fields by initializing @ = �|> ����� with the dividend whose
degree is � �} � . In this case, while computing @ = ��> �	��� ,
a modulo reduction may be required, since the degree of
��~ @ = � 143 > �	��� may become � or more. Thus, the irreducible
polynomial ���	��� must be input as well.

Solving Equation (3) and consequently Algorithm 1 can
be considered as a two step process: the Hankel matrix en-
try formation in the initialization step and the polynomial
updating step. In general, the formation of � �} � entries
of the Hankel matrix requires recursive formulae such as9 �  !- � " � !&����� �! ��(� 
2143����� 9 � 1�
 �
� � � � ����� � �* � � (5)

In [6], it is shown that by a suitable choice of irreducible
polynomial, such as trinomials of type ��
 / � / � , the for-
mation of the entries of the Hankel matrix requires no recur-
sion and they can be easily generated using a single row of
XOR gates. It can be shown that for all practical cases the
Hankel matrix entry formation has a lower computational
complexity compared with the polynomial updating step of
Algorithm 1. In what follows a systolic implementation of
the polynomial updating step of Algorithm 1 is proposed.

3 Systolization of the Polynomial Updating
Step

For large values of � , the complexity of a centralized
implementation of the polynomial updating step of Algo-
rithm 1 is dominated by the presence of structures (coun-
ters or comparators) with carry propagation delay and long
control interconnects. For a VLSI implementation of Al-
gorithm 1 with large values of � a bit serial systolic archi-



tecture will be more suitable, not only because of bit-level
pipeline data processing but most importantly because in
this case a distributed control structure with no carry prop-
agation can be devised.

Using a bit serial architecture of Algorithm 1, the com-
putation of ��� deg < = � 1 , > �	���  deg <&= � 143 > ����� may be im-
plemented implicitly by a series of bitwise shifts of polyno-
mial <&= � 1 3 > �	��� up to an alignment condition of the leading
coefficients of polynomials < = � 1 , > �	��� and <&= � 1 3 > ����� . Such
an implementation has two major consequences discussed
next.

3.1 Upper Bound of Number of Iterations of Al-
gorithm 1

The exit condition of Algorithm 1 occurs after a variable
number of iterations. However, by imposing one single de-
gree shift of polynomial < = � 1 3 > �	��� per iteration, it is easy
to show that in the worst case after exactly � � iterations the
exit condition is satisfied, that is the degree of both polyno-
mials <&= � 1 3 > �	��� and <&= � 1 , > �	��� are less than or equal �N � .

Hence, in a modified version of Algorithm 1, an exact
number of iterations can be defined as a for loop of � �
iterations. In a bit serial systolic implementation of such an
algorithm where each iteration is executed in a different PE,
no explicit exit condition checking is required.

The � � iterations is a worst-case. In all other cases, the
exit condition may occur sooner, i.e., ��� � � . Then a mod-
ified variant of Algorithm 1 must ensure that the returned
value of @ = ��> ����� is not modified in consecutive iterations up
to � � . This will be shown later. However, first, we must in-
troduce the second major advantage of a single degree shift
of polynomial < = � 1 3 > �	��� in evaluating the swap condition
� deg <&= ��> ������� deg <&= � 1 3 > �����+� .
3.2 Distributed Relative Degree Tracking of Algo-

rithm 1

In Algorithm 1, the swap condition ensures that in the
next iteration the polynomial < = � 143 > ����� has lower degree
(relative to < = � 1 , > ����� ) always in order to be shifted. Ac-
cording to Algorithm 1, at each iteration after a new poly-
nomial <&= ��> �	��� is computed, it is necessary that the pre-
shifted polynomial < = � 143 > �	��� and its degree to be known
in the next iteration. However, in a bit serial implementa-
tion with single degree shifts, no effective restoring of the
shifted polynomial is necessary in order to decide which
polynomial will be shifted next if a mechanism to keep
track of the relative degree of two polynomials is devised
as shown below.

Let � represent an up/down counter which counts the
number of shifts of the shifting polynomial <)= � 143 > �	��� , and
initialized to zero. Initiallypolynomial <)= 1 3 > �	���� ��,+
 1 3 ,

and if no restoring of polynomials is needed, then in all suc-
cessive iterations when an alignment of two polynomials<&= � 1 3 > ����� and <&= � 1 , > ����� occurs, the degree of both poly-
nomials will be � �k � . However, � keeps track of their
relative degree.

At all iterations while the polynomial <)= � 1 3 > �	��� is
shifted, � is increased. At an alignment of polynomials<&=ED > �	��� , if ��� ! , an overwriting occurs and the sign of� is swapped. The overwriting is the only iteration when
both polynomials are updated. Afterwards, while � is nega-
tive, a shift of polynomial < = � 1 3 > ����� increments � towards
zero and again into positive until the next overwriting con-
dition. Hence, only the sign of � is needed to decide whether
an overwriting is required or not. Furthermore, such an
up/down counter can be easily implemented by using a dis-
tributed ring-counter without any carry propagation.

3.3 Shifted Result Problem

If Algorithm 1 is implemented by one shift per iteration
as discussed in Section 3.1, then at the iteration where �
becomes � � (inside the while loop),

deg < = ,+
 > �	��� � �* � (restoring case) �
An inherent problem to implement the polynomial updat-
ing step of Algorithm 1 without an effective restoring of
polynomials <&= D > ����� is what we may call the shifted result
problem. In Sections 3.1, 3.2, it has been shown that by
keeping track of the degree of polynomials <)= D > �	��� , both
the exit condition checking and the swap condition can be
done while one of the two polynomials are left shifted bit-
wise continuously. Mathematically, this means that the de-
gree of a non-restored polynomial < = � 143 > �	��� always equals
to � �k � or approaching it. Hence, in this non-restoring
scheme, at the iteration where � becomes � � , we have

deg < = ,+
 > �	���V� � �2 � (non-restoring case) �
As a consequence, in a non-restored scheme, not the cor-
rect result @ = ,+
 > �	��� but rather a shifted result @ =�,)
 > �	���)� 

will be returned unless a corrective action is applied. Differ-
ent strategies to tackle a similar problem while computing
multiplicative inverses using extended Euclidean algorithm
are proposed: initializing @ = �X> �	��� $� 1�
 [8]; initializing@ = 143 > �	���  � 
 , @ = �X> �����  ! , but at each iteration di-
vide @ = � 143 > �	��� instead of multiply such that @ = ��> �	�����@ = � 1 , > �	���  @ = � 143 > �	���
	���~ , ([1], Section 2.3), [16]; mul-
tiplying or dividing @ = � 1 3 > �	��� alternatively [2]; or using
an auxiliary polynomial [4]. In a bit serial systolic imple-
mentation, a more efficient method appears to be the use
of double delay elements to perform a stepwise restoring
of @ =ED > ����� as will be proposed in the following variant of
Algorithm 1.



3.4 A Division Algorithm suitable for systolization

Using the optimizations suitable for an efficient sys-
tolization of Algorithm 1 introduced in Sections 3.1, 3.2,
3.3, Algorithm 2 is proposed which can perform the divi-
sion as well.

Algorithm 2 Division Variant of Algorithm 1 with Restor-
ing Result Polynomial.
input: irreducible polynomial �hG�I$J ,

dividend in polynomial basis �hG�I$J , andFHG�I$JLKNM
OQPSRTOCI OQPSR
O U M
OQPSR
WXI OQPVR
W U YXY�Y|U M$\�I U MT]
which is a function of �hG�I$J .

output: �hG�I$J���� G�I$J��	��
��hG�I$J .
Initialization: _ba

;
eA_!a

; � _ �hG�I#J ;l _ I OQPSR$\ ; � _ I OQPSRTO FHG�I R#\ J ;
Polynomial Updating:
for ��p times do

if G���OQPSR$\VK a��  z a J then� l {���� _ � l {LI���� ;� e {���� _ � e �CI�{���� ;
else if G���OQPSR#\SK a�� �� a ) then� l {���� _ � l {LI���� ;� e {���� _ � e {�I�� �	��
!�hG�I$J"� ;
else if G�� OQPSR#\ K j#� �� a ) then� l {���� _ � l {LI�G l r$�LJ"� ;� e {���� _ � e {,G�I�G e r%�hJ�J��	��
&�hG�I#J"� ;
else if G�� OQPSR#\ K j#�  z a ) then _ r  ; // overwriting case //� l {���� _ � ��{LI�G l r'�LJ"� ;� e {���� _ � �`{ G e r%�hJ��(��
&�hG�I$J"� ; _  U j ;

return
e

Algorithm 2 receives as input the field defining irre-
ducible polynomial ������� , the dividend polynomial )������ ,
and � �* � entries of the Hankel matrix as defined in Sec-
tion 2.2. Unlike in Algorithm 1, the indices (in the super-
script) of <&=ED > �	��� and @ =ED > �	��� polynomials are dropped in
Algorithm 2 and two consecutive < =ED > �	��� polynomials (re-
spectively @ = D > ����� ) are renamed as a pair of distinct poly-
nomials � <:(+*  (respectively � @ (-,  ).

In Algorithm 2, the alignment condition is shown as
��. ,)
 1 3  �/� , since �0/ ,+
2143  �0� always, and where . ,+
2143
is the ��� �k �/� st degree coefficient of * . Also, the over-
writing condition is shown as ��. ,+
2143  ��1:� � !�� , where
1 represents a logical AND operator. The for loop of � �
represents the worst-case number of iterations to have the
correct result in @ , i.e., at the � � th iteration, an overwrit-
ing occurs and @ � , . In all cases where @ holds the
final results before the � � th iteration, Algorithm 2 ensures
that the value of @ is not modified in consecutive iterations
while � � ! .

The innovation of Algorithm 2 is the restoring transfor-

mation of � @ (+,  versus the non-restoring transformation of
pair � <:(+*  .
3.5 Bit Serial Systolic Architecture for Division

It is said that Algorithm 2 is optimized for systolization.
A bit serial unidirectional systolic architecture for the up-
dating step of Algorithm 2 is depicted in Figure 1. A single
type PE is used and no latches external to PEs are required.
Furthermore, a distributed ring-counter without any carry
propagation is used.

In Figure 1, there are three sets of inputs to each
PE: datapath signals �0/0(2.�(43 (45 ( � � ; state signals
� ��.7698 ( �:6<;�(=3?> � �?@ 6�� ; and the control signal . @Q� / @ . The
datapath inputs are defined in Algorithm 2. The . @Q� / @ is
defined as a one following by � zeroes. The 3A> � �A@ 6 is the
latched value of incoming . �CB  D. ,+
 1 3 at ��. @Q� / @  �/� .
Signals �:69; and ��.76<8 represent the sign and magnitude of
the counter � . The state signals are initialized to 1, 0, 0 re-
spectively. The latency of this architecture is E �: � cycles.
The throughput which also depends on the size of inputs
is 1 division per � � cycles. Hence, as a common feature
of all systolic architectures two back-to-back computations
can be processed.

In Figure 2, one processing element (PE) of architecture
in Figure 1 is shown. Two of the state signals, 3?> � �?@ 6 and
�:69; are precomputed and saved for the next PE. The signed
integer � may be represented by a sign bit, �:6<; , and by a
� � / �0� -bit vector ��.F6<8 where ��.7698  ��G ~7G . At initializa-
tion � ! , hence, �:69;2 ! , and ��.76<8  !�! ./.0.)!�! � . At each
shift of * while �:6<;  ! , ��.7698 is left shifted. At overwrit-
ing, �:69; is set, and ��.F6<8 is right shifted. In all consecutive
iterations until ��.F6<8 returns back to 1, �:6<; remains set. It
will reset at ��.7698  � . The �:69; in Figure 2 represents a
boolean simplification of this set-reset mechanism , exactly,
�:69; � ��.7698 �CB 1 � �H6<; �CB$I . �CB � . The overline represents a
logical NOT and “ I ” a logical OR operator. The �:6<; is used
to check for an overwriting event. An internal non-latched
state signal J?5A/ � is computed as ��3A> � �A@ 6 �KB 1 �:6<; �CB � .

The reduction condition for the division algorithm is de-
fined as �)�05 �CB  L5 
  �/�M1 � �:69; �KB  �/�N1 �0. @Q� / @ �CB  �0�)� ,
however, mapped more efficiently by a balanced delay path
for the input of three latches 3 3 , 5 3 , and /<6 ��3�;F6<OQPSR . Ac-
cordingly, the critical delay path is @�TVU  � � � �0W�XNY , ,��XNY , / XNZ , , XNY , / �[X\Z , ) / XN] , , where XNY , (�XN] , and
X\Z , are defined as the delay of a 2-input AND gate, MUX
and XOR gate respectively.

4 Implementation Considerations and Com-
parison

In this section some implementation features and possi-
ble enhancements of the proposed bit serial systolic archi-
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Figure 1. Bit serial unidirectional systolic architecture for Division.

tecture are discussed and a comparison with two systolic
architectures are provided.

4.1 Dealing with Varying Dimension

This architecture may process any field dimension up to
the size defined by the number of the PEs where no external
buffering is available. Let  represent the number of PEs
in this architecture. In a bit serial unidirectional systolic ar-
chitecture as described, it is easy to see that if  � � � ,
the coefficients of the inverse element start to appear at the
output of the � � th PE after � � cycles. Hence, using the
architecture in Figure 1, it is possible to process any field
dimension � �! 	�� as far as the correct result can be cap-
tured at the right cycle.

Two such schemes can be considered. Either the output
of the � � th PE should be accessible directly, or a mech-
anism should be in place to de-activate all remaining PEs
from � � / � to  , and to capture the result at the output of
 th PE always. The former does not require any inner PE
modification and provides the optimal latency [3].

4.2 Implementation Results

The divider as described in Section 3.5 is coded in
Verilog-HDL, simulated and verified. The Verilog model
of Figure 2 has been synthesized using Synopsys with a
standard CMOS 0.18 " library for a clock period of ��� � ns.
The average setup time of the flip-flops was ! �QW�� ns and the
clock skew set at �/!$# . The area reports, including the flip-
flops, are equivalent to 120 2-input NAND gates. It should

be pointed out that non-combinational area is the dominant
part, more than %AE&# .

4.3 Comparison

Table 1 shows a comparison of proposed divider with
two representative dividers, namely [4], and [5]. The de-
sign in [4] is chosen since it is a divider with best overall
performance figures known to us and it is also in the same
category as ours (a bit serial unidirectional systolic architec-
ture). The second design [5] is chosen to show why single
row parallel-in designs in particular when they use counter-
like structures are not suitable for large values of � .

In Table 1, the deteriorating effect of a carry propagation
counter in both area and timing complexity in the architec-
ture of [5] w.r.t. the design in [4] and ours can be seen.
Further, the single row systolic architectures with parallel
inputs as in [5] are impractical for large values of � , not
only due to large IO pins but mainly due to large number
of IO latches for synchronization purposes. On the other
hand, the architecture in [4] requires an auxiliary polyno-
mial to restore the shifted result problem. This can be seen
by an extra number of IO pin and extra MUXs required in
each PE.

5 Conclusions

In this paper a unidirectional bit serial systolic architec-
ture of a double-basis divider over GF �	��
� is presented.
Main contribution is the restoring mechanism introduced
in Algorithm 2 and implemented by using double delay el-
ements in Figure 2. Also, a distributed counter structure
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Figure 2. Processing element for the divider.

again implemented by using double delay elements is pro-
posed. This bit serial divider is useful in applications where
other field operations are performed using double-basis, and
moreover, the field dimension may be large or variable such
as cryptographic applications. This architecture is well suit-
able for high performance (high clock rates) applications. It
is seen that delay and area are highly dependent on the delay
elements used. Delay or area optimizations by using special
latch design may be explored further.

Since the polynomial updating step of Algorithm 1 fol-
lows an extended Euclidean algorithm transformation, this
architecture can be used in all applications where such al-
gorithm is used. In particular, it can compute division over
GF( ��
 ) when the element is represented in polynomial ba-
sis as well.
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